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1 Qlaim. (till. 41-34) 

This invention is related to building blocks and the like, 
and is particularly directed to a building block which is 
adapted to the ready construction of highly decorative 
structures. 

Prefabricated building blocks of masonry and the like 
have long been popular in the ready construction of 
garden or retaining walls, stairs, and various other struc 
tures, with a minimum of effort and in a minimum of 
time. Such known building blocks have generally been 
of rectangular con?guration. Various structures of same 
are readily formed by stacking the blocks in tiers and 
securing same together with concrete reinforcing rods and 
the like. The various resulting block constructions are 
hence of substantially rectilinear con?guration. Although 
utilitarian purposes are capably served by the construc 
tion, e.g., the retention of an earth bank by a Wall, the 
structure by virtue of its extreme regularity and starkness 
tends to be uninteresting to the eye. Consequently, it has 
been virtually impossible to construct utilitarian structures 
of conventional building blocks which in addition possess 
a high degree of eye appeal. 

Heretofore, in order to construct decorative structures 
it has been necessary to employ other laborious time con 
suming techniques of construction usually within the ca 
pabilities of only a skilled artisan. For example, one 
extremely decorative retaining wall or other construction 
is formed by periodically recurving wall tiers with the 
curvature of alternate tiers in opposition. Hence the 
curvature of one tier is alternately concave and convex 
while that of the upper and lower adjacent tiers is alter 
nately convex and concave. A plurality of curved niches 
are thus provided in staggered relation over the entire 
face of the wall. The niches are de?ned vertically by the 
concave portions of a tier and horizontally by the pockets 
respectively formed by the corresponding convex portions 
of the lower adjacent tier. With earth or other plant 
growth promoting material ?lling the pockets, plants may 
be grown in the niches of the wall to enhance the already 
highly decorative appearance presented by the irregularly 
curved portions of same. The foregoing construction 
by virtue of the extensive curvature of same has previously 
necessitated the prior construction of rather complex hard 
to construct curved forms which are then ?lled with con 
crete or equivalent material to produce the wall. Such 
form construction is usually beyond the skill of the aver 
age “do-it-yourself” enthusiast. 

Previous difficulties and limitations encountered in the 
construction of walls and a host of other utilitarian struc 
tures to include a high degree of eye appeal are overcome 
by the present invention. More particularly, by the pro 
vision of, a prefabricated building block of unique recurv 
ing con?guration, the simple rapid construction by even a 
novice of irregular extremely decorative Walls having 
planting niches therein, as well as other decorative struc 
tures, is facilitated. 

It is therefore an object of the present invention to 
provide a building block of unique recurving con?gura 
tion which is adapted to the ready construction of highly 
decorative structures. 

Another object of the present invention is the provision 
of a cupped building block having marginal walls de?ning 
a substantially kidney con?guration in plan whereby a 
plurality of the blocks may be variously arranged in rows 
and tiers and secured together to form a variety of 
utilitarian structures having substantial eye appeal. 
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‘A further object of the present invention is to provide 

a highly decorative garden wall as readily constructed 
of building blocks of the class described and having irregu 
larly curved portions and planting niches over the entire 
face thereof. 
The invention possesses other objects and features of 

advantage, some of which, with the foregoing, will be set 
forth in the following description of the preferred form 
of the invention which is illustrated in the drawing accom 
panying and forming part of the speci?cation. It is to be 
understood, however, that variations may be adopted 
within the scope of the invention as set forth in the claim. 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of a building block in 

accordance with the present invention. 
FtGURE 2 is a sectional view of the block as taken 

along line 2r—2 of FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE 3 is a plan view of a section of one possible 

decorative garden wall construction of a plurality of the 
blocks of EZGURES l and 2. ' 
FIGURE 4 is a frontal elevation view of this garden 

wall construction, and 
FTGURE 5 is a sectional view taken along the line 5—5 

of FIGURE 4. 
Referring now to FIGURES 1 and 2 of the drawing, 

it is to be noted that a building block 10 of unique con 
?guration in accordance with the present invention is de 
picted therein. The block ill is cupped, thus including 
a base 11 and marginal side Wall 12 projecting upwardly 
therefrom. The base is uniquely of a substantially kid 
ney~shaped con?guration with the side walls being hence 
curved to peripherally conform thereto. More particu 
larly, the side wall 12 includes a convex face portion 13, 
a concave face portion 14 symmetrically spaced from 
the convex portion, and interconnecting smoothly curving 
corner portions 16 and i7 therebetween. A variety of 
speci?c con?gurations for the block it) are possible. 
However, to facilitate the utmost in ?exibility and eye ap 
peal, the convex face portion 13 is preferably in the form 
of a semi-ellipse. In addition, the concave face portion 
14 in the preferred con?guration is an elliptical section as 
the semi-elliptical portion 13. The elliptical section face 
portion 14 is uniformly spaced from the semi-elliptical 
portion 13 and is tangent to the major axis of same at its 
origin‘. In conjunction with the foregoing, moreover, the 
corner portions 16 and 17 are respectively interconnecting 
quadrants of are between the ends of the convex and 
concave face portions 13 and 14. To complete the 
unique building block Til, the base 11 thereof is provided 
with a substantially central preferably elliptical aperture 
18. The aperture facilitates ready securance together of 
a plurality of the blocks It) to form a decorative structure 
as subsequently described. 
As regards the material of construction of the block 

fit of the present invention, any one of many Well known 
structural materials may be employed therefor. The 
block, is advantageously fabricated, however, from ma 
sonry, preferably concrete, in the manner of a conven 
tional building block. The eye appeal of structures con 
structed of the building blocks it? is of course enhanced 
where the blocks are of an appropriate color. Hence 
the provision of the blocks 10 in assorted colors is con 
templated. 
The building blocks 10 may be utilized to construct a 

variety of decorative structures heretofore only possible 
by the pouring of concrete into elaborate forms requiring 
substantial skill and labor to construct. With the blocks 
in decorative structures such as spiral Stairways, a variety 
of garden walls, and the like are easily and quickly erected 
by arranging a plurality of blocks in tiered rows with the 
blocks variously oriented relative to each other to present 
interestingly curved surfaces. The apertures 18 of the 
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blocks 10 in each stack thereof in the tiered rows have 
portions in vertical registry. The blocks 10 may, if de 
sired, be anchored in their respective positions in the 
structure as by means of reinforcing rods extending 

' through the registering apertures and rigidly imbedded‘ in 
the ground surface, a concrete footing, or the like. Con 
crete may thereafter be poured through the registering 
apertures to thus form with the rods, reinforced concrete 
anchor posts extending through the apertures or the con 
crete may be‘ used without the rods. In most instances, 
earth alone may be employed to anchor the blocks in the‘ 
structure such as ?lling the hollowjinterior regions of the 
blocks with earth or other plant promoting material to 
provide‘ planting areas in the structure. The combined 
Weight of the blocks and earth ?ll, coupled with the 
transverse extent of the blocks, will adequately resist‘ 
normal forces applied to the Wall. > 
As an example of one possible extremely decorative‘ 

structure which is readily formed of a plurality of the 
building blocks 10 in the manner described above there‘ 
is depicted in FIGURES 3 to 5 an elaborate eye appealing 
wall ‘19.1 The wall 19 is formed of tiered rows 21 of the 
blocks 10 with the blocks comprising each row alternately 
oppositely oriented relative to the convex and concave 
faces 13 and 1-4 thereof, In addition the rows 21 are 
alternately staggered such that the blocks in one row are 
oppositely oriented relative to the blocks in adjacent rows;~ 
More particularly it will be noted that blocks 10a, 10b, 
and‘ 10c of the lower row 21a of the wall are arranged 
as follows. Block 10a is oriented with its concave face‘ 
14 forward, block 10b with'its convex face 13 forward 
and’ tangent to the rearwardly facing convex face of 
block 1011, and block 10?: with its concave face 14 for= 
ward and its’ rearwardly facing convex face tangent to' 
the convex face of block 10b. Blocks MM, 106, and 111% 
of the next row 21b of thetw'all are similarly oriented’ 
relative to each- other but staggered with respect to the 
blocks of row 2111. Hence block 10d is oriented with its 
convex face 13 forward and at its tip directly overlying‘ 
the center'of the depression in the concave face 14 of 
the lower block 10a- as shown generally at 22. Block 
10e, is oriented with its concave face forward, the center 
of the depression'therein in vertical alignment with the 
tip of the convex face of block'lOb as shown at 23. In 
like manner as blocks 10d and 1011, block 15]‘ overlies 
block .100 in opposite orientation thereto, the convex 
face 13 of the former being forward and at its tip in ver 
tical alignment with the center of the depression in the 
concave face of the latter as shown at 24. 
With the blocks 10' arranged as described above por 

tions of the apertures 18 of the blocks in each stacked 
column’ thereof in the wall are in registry. More par 
ticularly a vertical opening 26 extends through each col 
umn of blocks, e.g., the column including blocks 10a 
and 1011. The opening 26 is de?ned by opposite edge 
portions of the apertures 18 of alternate blocks in a col 
linin- as best shown in‘ FIGURE 3. If desired, reinforcing 
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A 
rods may then be inserted vertically through the openings 
25 through the respective columns of blocks in contact 
ing engagement with the edges of such openings 26, i.e., 
edge portions of apertures 18, and imbedded in the ground 
surface ‘28. However, as previously explained, ?lling the 
voids with earth will anchor each column of blocks against 
transverse and longitudinal movement such that the 
blocks are e?ectively locked in position relative to each 
other to thereby form a unitary wall structure. 
The retaining wall 19 as formed from a plurality of 

building. blocks 15) has interestingly recurving face por 
tionsand hence is extremely decorative. In addition, it 
is particularly important to note that each of the corner 
portions 16 and 17 of those blocks oriented with their 
concave faces 14 forward projects forwardly of the con 
vex faces 13 of the respective underlying and overlying 
oppositely oriented blocks in the adjacent tiered rows. 
These projecting corner portions thus de?ne a plurality 
of pockets 29 disposed in staggered relation over the en 
tire face of the wall. The pockets ?lled with earth or 
the like thus form the base of a planting niche 31 as 
de?ned vertically by the intersecting portion of the con 
vex face of the correspondingly overlying block of the 
upwardly adjacent tiered row. Plants may be readily 
grown in the niches 31 to materially enhance the decora 
tive appearance of the Wall. The aperture 18 in the 
blocks 15), moreover, facilitate the requisite drainage of 
the earth ?lled pockets 29. 
What is claimed is: ‘ 

A masonry building block for the ready construction 
of decorative structures comprising a base having a cen 
tral aperture therein and a marginal side wall projecting 
from the periphery of said base, said side wall having a 
semi-elliptical convex face portion, a concave face por 
tion conforming to‘ an elliptical section of the semi-ellipti 
cal convex face portion and uniformly spaced therefrom 
while being tangent to the major axis of same at its origin, 
and interconnecting corner portions in the form of quad 
rants of arc interconnecting the face portions, said central 
aperture in said base being elliptical and positioned so 
that the edge of the aperture adjacent said convex face 
is substantially parallel to the latter. 
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